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Congratulations!!! well done!
wE ARE INCREDIBLY PROUD OF YOU!

Celebrating the Success of SGIC Vancouver's Recent
Graduates on April 19th, we had a graduation ceremony to
recognize the accomplishments of its students. Having
completed their coursework, these students now have
newfound knowledge and confidence to tackle the world.
The event was filled with joy, laughter, and gratitude, and
SGIC extends its best wishes to the graduates as they
embark on their future endeavours.

Every Wednesday we have conversation club. It
is a great tool to help you improve your speaking
skills, meet other friends and have fun. We hope

to see you there. 

CONVERSATION
CLUB 

SGIC
ACTIVITIES

Activities almost everyday at SGIC. The
goal is to practice English, make new

friends and have fun. Check our
Facbook for details.



Victoria Day

As we celebrate Victoria Day, enjoy your
day off, and perhaps take a moment to
dive into the fascinating era of Queen
Victoria's reign. When we return, we'll want
to hear what new insights you've
discovered. Enjoy!

May 19

English Bay
Picnic

Join us for a day under the sun at our
English Club Picnic! Imagine a day filled
with laughter, games, English practice in a
fun, relaxed setting, and, of course,
delicious food.

May 9

HELLO AND WELCOME TO OUR
NEW STUDENTS

Would you recommend your course to others?
"Yes, I definitely would!"

What is the most valuable part of the course? 
The ability to engage in discussions and activities during
classes without any restrictions.

What is the main reason for choosing to study at SGIC?
The school is dedicated to enhancing student learning in both
language skills and real-world experience.

What is your favourite aspect of SGIC?
Provide appropriate attention and care for the student.

Which assignment has been the most beneficial and enjoyable
for enhancing your English skills?
For now, I consider the time we have to discuss different topics.
This helps with fluency; the most useful and enjoyable
assignment for improving my English skills is the opportunity to
discuss various topics, which aids in better fluency and
vocabulary expansion.
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We are excited to welcome you to our SGIC Vancouver family. Our team is here
to help you reach your English goals, so please reach out if you need
assistance. Our skilled instructors are dedicated to offering personalized
support and materials to help you succeed. We will focus on your language
targets to make your learning experience fulfilling and enjoyable. Do not
hesitate to contact us for any queries, feedback, or support you require.
Welcome to our team, and let's begin this thrilling English learning journey
together!

SAVE THE
DATE

TESTIMONIAL

Welcome to SGIC!!

Check our Facebook for more
detailsThank you! We appreciate your choice to study at SGIC!


